















<Illustration to the Book of Job>: Title 
Page
1825
Engraving on  indian paper
19.1×14.7 cm (image); 21.7×16.9 cm (plate mark)





18.4×15 cm（画寸）；19.8 ×16.4 cm（版寸）




18.4×15 cm (image), 19.8×16.4 cm (plate mark)







<Illustration to the Book of Job>: Satan 
before the Throne of God
1825
Engraving
19.7×15.1 cm (image); 21.7×16.9 cm (plate mark)







<Illustration to the Book of Job>: Job’s 




19.7×15.3 cm (image); 21.9×17 cm (plate mark)







<Illustration to the Book of Job>: The 
Messengers Tell Job of Misfortunes
1825
Engraving
20×15.2 cm (image); 21.7×17 cm (plate mark)







<Illustration to the Book of Job>: Satan 
Going Forth from the Presence of the 
Lord, and Job’s Charity
1825
Engraving
19.8×15.2 (image); 21.8 cm×17 cm (plate mark)







<Illustration to the Book of Job>: Satan 
Smiting Job with Sore Boils
1825
Engraving
19.8×15.2 cm (image); 21.8×17 cm (plate mark)











19.8×15.2 cm (image); 21.8×17 cm (plate mark)
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The NMWA collection includes a thorough selection of print works by 
William Blake, from the illustrations for Night Thoughts, considered a 
landmark of his early period, to his middle period Chaucer’s Canterbury 
Pilgrims, and his illustrations for the Book of Job and Dante’s Divine 
Comedy from his late period. This exhibition introduced the Blake print 
realm through a chronological display of these works alongside the 
Renaissance prints, such as those by Dürer and Raimondi, in which Blake 








19.9×15 cm (image); 21.7×16.8 cm (plate mark)










19.9×15 cm (image); 21.7×16.8 cm (plate mark)







<Illustration to the Book of Job>: Job 
Rebuked by His Friends
1825
Engraving
19.8×15.2 cm (image); 21.9×17.1 cm (plate mark)










19.7×15.2 cm (image); 21.7×17 cm (plate mark)










20×15.1 cm (image); 21.9×16.8 cm (plate mark)







<Illustration to the Book of Job>: 




21×15.1 cm (image); 21.9×16.8 cm (plate mark)







<Illustration to the Book of Job>: When 
the Morning Stars Sang Together
1825
Engraving
19.1×15 cm (image); 20.7×16.4 cm (plate mark)











20×15.1 cm (image); 21.8×17 cm (plate mark)










18.6×15 cm (image); 20.1×16.4 cm (plate mark)










20×15.1 cm (image); 21.9×17 cm (plate mark)










19.8×15 cm (image); 21.8×17.1 cm (plate mark)







<Illustration to the Book of Job>: Every 
Man Also Gave Him a Piece of Money
1825
Engraving
19.7×15 cm (image); 21.8×17 cm (plate mark)










19.9×15.1 cm (image); 21.7×17 cm (plate mark)







<Illustration to the Book of Job>: Job 
and His Family Restored to Prosperity
1825
Engraving
19.6×14.9 cm (image); 21.7×17 cm (plate mark)









23×93 cm (image); 35×95 cm (plate mark)







Illustration to Dante’s <Divine 
Comedy>: The Circle of the Lustful
1826-27
Engraving and drypoint








Illustration to Dante’s <Divine 
Comedy>: Ciampolo the Barrator 
tormented by the Devils
1826-27
Engraving and drypoint








24.2×33.4 cm; 28×35.7 cm
Illustration to Dante’s <Divine 
Comedy>: The Baffled Devils Fighting
1826-27
Engraving and drypoint







24.6×34 cm; 28×35.6 cm
Illustration to Dante’s <Divine 












Illustration to Dante’s <Divine 












Illustration to Dante’s <Divine 












Illustration to Dante’s <Divine 











33.9×29.6 cm ～ 40×29.8 cm（版）













Etching (68 plates); 2 vols.






Robert Blair <The Grave>
Published 1813 (first edition 1808)
Engraving (12 plates)








Marcantonio Raimondi [c. 1470/82–c. 
1527/1534]

















Bartsch 37; Meder 41 Ia (von II b); Dodgeson 94; 
Winkler, 1928 S. 166; Flechsig 1069; Tietzes 1928-
38, 751; Panofsky II, 144; Hollstein 41; Knappe 95; 







Lucas van Leyden [1489/94–1533]











Nicolas Beatrizet [1507/1515– c. 1565]



























27.5×19.5 cm (plate mark)
Bartch125; Hirschman 255; Hollstein 255; Strauss 
253
G.2003-24
